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Relationship between the adiabatic-following solutions of Bloch equations and the solutions of
non-Markovian Pauli-type master equations
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A general derivation of non-Markovian Pauli-type master equations is given for systems interacting with
pump and relaxation mechanisms. It is shown that the adiabatic-following solutions of Bloch equations, due
to Grischkowski and co-workers, are obtained as a special case from Pauli equations of non-Markovian type.
Finally, it is proved that for a two-level system the non-Markovian master equation obtained in the Born
approximation is also exact.

The coupled Maxwell-Bloch equations are known
to describe a wide variety of optical resonance
phenomena"' in two-lev'el atoms, depending on the
nature of relaxation parameters, pulse shapes,
pulse widths, pulse coherence time, detunings, in-
homogeneous broadening, etc. For example, for
the case in which the pulse width is very long com-
pared to the transverse relaxation time T, or even
when the coherence time is much shorter com-
pared to T„ then the Bloch equations can be re-
duced to a single equation for the inversion, and
this equation (which is now in the form of the rate
equation"4) involves the intensity of the field. In
such a case, the equations describe the incoherent
interaction of the pulse with a medium of two-lev-
el atoms. The rate equations have been used ex-
tensively in quantum optics to study a variety of
incoherent interactions. "' When the applied fields
are close to resonance, the rate equation. approxi-
mation breaks down. Improved solutions, which
correspond to adiabatic following, have been ob-
tained by Grischkowski and others. ' '

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the adia-
batic-following solutions from the point of view
of master equations 10 It will be shown tha, t the
non-Markovian Pauli-type of master equations ad-
mit, in special cases, both rate-equation and adia-
batic-following solutions. It is also shown that the
master equations obtained in the Born approxima-
tion, for diagonal elements of a two-level sys-
tems, are exact. The formulation is applicable to
multilevel systems, interacting with relaxation and

pump mechanisms, and provides a systematic as
well as rigorous way to arrive at the adiabatic-
following solutions.

It js known from the work of Zwanzjg 1' tha, t the
diagonal matrix elements of p of a system char-
acterized by the Hamiltonian II=II0+II„ in the rep-
resentation in which JI0 is diagonal, satisfy a Pau-
li-type master equation:

8pnn

&t &'0
d~Q IR„„(t 7)p„„(7-)

(t —T)p (T)]=0, (].)
where B„„(t)is the total transition probabiljjy that
the system maRes a, transition from the level n)
to the level ~m). Because of the non-Markovian
character, (I) differs from the usual Pauli master
equation or the rate equation. The Pauli master
equation is obtained from (1) in the limit that the
behavior of the system can be regarded as Markov. -
ian, whence one can replace p(t —7) by p(t) and ex-
tend the limit of integration to infinity.

In optical resonance phenomena, the relaxation
parameters play an important role and therefore we
will generalize(1) tomakeitappficable to open sys-
tems. The density matrix p of a multilevel system
interacting with coherent fields satisfies

p = I.,p+ L,(t)p,

where we assume that the relaxation mechanisms
are such that 10 couples diagonal elements to diag-
onal elements only and that L,(t) has no diagonal
elements. We also assume that at t= t„ the den-
sity matrix p is diagonal in the In) representation.
On introducing the projection operator 6' defined
by10

+' ~ ~ = +~Tr +re ~ ' ~

&G= G m m

t
(1 —0')p(t) =

J
d7' e o 'lt(f, t)

to

x e ~o'L, (r) e p(7), (4)

and on using the standard projection operator tech-
niques, ""one can show that diagonal and off-diag-
onal elements of p are given by
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t
g p(t)-LOS p(t)+ Jt dg (PL,(t)e 0»'tt(t, 7)e 0-'

to

x L,(r)s p(~),

t t
e(t, ~) = T exp dt'(1 - tP) e ~o'L, (t')

x 8 '(1 —a')).

(5)

(6)

t tp
(1-O)P(t)=

I
dec~a'L, (t-v}(PP(t-r). (10)

Jp

In order to prove that 'n(t, 7) = 1 for a two-level
system, we consider the Liouville operator 2 act-
ing on any operator A:

ZA=(1-a)L(1 6)a,
we write

Equation (4) relates the off-diagonal elements to
diagonal elements and Eg. (5} gives the time evo-
lution of diagonal elements in terms of diagonal
elements only. Because of the assumed properties
of L„one will have

(e~o'G)»=+X» „(t)G „,

with

x „„(t)=c.„(t)5„,5„„.(1 —5.,)(1 —5„„)~.,„.(t). (8)
'L

The master equations of the type in Eq. (5} are
difficult to handle except in special cases. For a
two-level system we will show that%, (t, v) is ex-
actly equal to the identity operator. For a multi- .
level system we will make the Born approximation.
Thus the following results will be exact for a two-
level system whereas for a multilevel system will
hold only appr oximately:

t-t tp
ep(t) =Loap(t)+ I dr(PL, (t)e~o'

0

x J,(t r)pp(t-r),

(La)„„=g L„„,P„,
and hence

[L(1—(P)A],»=Q L»», [(1—(P)A]»,

=QL.„,(1 5„)~„.

Using (18) we get for the operator g

(LW)„„= i(e "'[a,-(t), (e"'X)]}.„,
and hence on comparing (12) and (15), we get

(15)

I,„„,= -ig x„,(-t) ([a,(t)],~„,,(t)
- [a,(t) ]„,x~„,(t)] . (16)

It is clear from (14) that only elements of L cor
responding to m &n, a & P are needed and such ele-
ments are obtained by substituting (8) in (16):

[(1 —6')L(1-S')&]=.Q L „e4,(m&(n~. (14)

Note that the%, operator involves the Liouville oper-
ator of the form (ll) with

L „»=-i(1—5 „)(1-5„)Q(1-5„)(1-5»„)(1—5,„)&„„„(-t)

x([H,(t)]»g„, »(t) —[H,(t)]„p»„„»(t)), m en, n x p

where we have also used the fact that H, (t} has no diagonal elements. It is quite obvious from (17) and
(14}that the operator 2 as defined by (11) is identically zero for a two-level system and hence the evolu-
tion operator, as given by (6), is equal to unit operator for a two-level system. The above discussion has
been included here as we have shown in the framework of master equations that M= 1 without resorting to
any indirect methods. This is again very interesting from the viewpoint of master equations for here we
have found a class of master equations which are exact in the Born approximation. "

On simplification Eg. (9) gives the following non-Markovian master equation of the Pauli type:

P..=g && (LOG'»)
~

a& P»» -g '«( [If,(t)].„[lf,(t r)]»»X„.»»(-~)PB» (t r)-
Jp

—[a,(t)]..[a,(t ~)]„x.„»»(~)p„(t ~)+ H.c.&.

The usual rate equations are obtained from (18) by making the Markovian approximation. The spirit of
this calculation, is similar to that of Wilcox and I amb4 and Haken, ' who calculated the off-diagonal ele-
ments of the density matrix in terms of diagonal elements by assuming that the off-diagonal elements fol-
low adiabatically the diagonal elements. Here we have done an exact calculation to eliminate the off-diag-
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onal elements [cf. Eqs. (4) and 10)].
If we consider that the relaxation mechanisms are such that off-diagonal elements show a simple behav-

ior (which is generally the case")

(t) [eLotp(0)]e t, &-I tt + &2&A)p (0)

X2)()(22(t) = 62)250.2 F2)(2(t), m 0 n, P e P

(19)

(20)

then on substituting (20) in (18) we get the final form of the non-Markovian master equation of the Pauli
type:

t

p..(f)=g &~If of'21~& p» j-«g [H .(f, ~)p..(~) H.-„(f,~)p„„(~)],

fl„.(t, ~) = [H,(f)]..[H,(~)]„.F„.(t - ~)+ H. c.
(21)

Note that R (t, 2) represents the total transition
probability that the system makes a transition
from the level

l
n) to

l
m). It should also be noted

that A, in our case, is a function of the relaxation
parameters [cf. Eqs. (19) and (20)].

For a two-level atom (21) leads to (which is an
exact result),

ptt=g &1 I AI1&p» —2e «&(t)&(f —2)
0

where

1
T,zx(

4g'S'(t)(s' r ')
(g2+ r2)2

Equation (26a) in the limit T, -~ leads" to

(26a)

(Mb)

x e 12 COS(b 2')[p (t —7') —P (f —T)],
(22) t

z(t) (x(t)I="*exp(-,,(), ~ )g
()~t'(~)(x(7)I').

and hence the inversion Z satisfies the equation"
(r„=r, a„=a)

(2'~)

The off-diagonal elements are obta1ned from (10),
.~ ( t t
Z= ——(Z —Z'") —4g', 'd1 $(t) h(t —r)

Tl "0
X e r'COSr rz(t —2).

1.e. y

P.2(t) = -2
Pt t0

d7 F 2(~)[H,(t —2)],2J 0

S(t 7)Z(t 2) = h(f)Z(t) -1-—, [S(t)Z(t)] (24)

and retain only the first two terms in (24). Then
(23) reduces to

z= ——(z z&'1) ~ h'(t)z(t)
1

+ .. .. h(t) —„[Z(f)~(t)]. (2

We again note here that the second term consti-
tutes the rate-equation approximation. Equation
(23) on simplification leads to

The non-Markovian equation (23) has several in-
teresting features, for example, if 8 is constant,
then it predicts (a) coherent Rabi oscillations in
the limit of very large Tt, T» (b) the Wigner-
Weisskopf type of decay for short T,. Thus, the
non-Markovian equation (23) enables one to study
the continuous transition from coherence to inco-
herence as T, is changed. In order to see how the
adiabatic solution of Grischkowsky and others
follow, we let t,—-~ so as to avoid the transients
and write

X [p»(t —1) —p (f —2)]

( +))t s ))
'd~ r.,(~)P, „„[H,(~)].,

0

x [p»(t) —p, (t)].
(28)

For the case of two-level atom (27) and (28), 1n the
limit b» I', lead to the standard results. "'

For the case of multilevel atoms if we use

[H,(t 2)] 2p»(t —7-)

= [H,(t)] t)p»(t) —v'st [H,(t)]„t)p»(t),

then we get equations of the type (25) and (28).
However, it is difficult to obtain analytically the
solutions of such equations.

Finally it should be noted that Grischkowsky
et al."have also derived the vector model, for the
two-photon process taking place between the lev-
els

l
1) and

l
2). They have shown that the ele-

ments of the transformed density matrix in the
2 x 2 subspace satisfy Bloch-type equations. The
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coupling constant in the effective Hamiltonian now

involves the square of the field. It is clear that
the adiabatic-following solutions can again be dis-

cussed in terms of solutions of non-Markovian
Pauli-type master equations like (22) with the dif-
ference that $(t) is now replaced by 8'(t).
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